
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS OF DATA SCIENCE 
 

Mr DHARAVATH SAIKIRAN (20N31A6714) has participated in Tableau training, 

Introduction to cyber security, Data science with Python in Skill up in the year 2021-2022. 

Mr BOLANWAR GOKUL (20N31A6708) has completed course in Python programming 

from basics to advanced level, Math for data science and machine learning, The ultimate 

Python guide for beginners, Microsoft excel master class for business managers, Building 

awesome professional brand through impactful emails, Bootstrap 5 with 2 projects in Udemy 

and data visualization with python, Python 101 for data science, Data analysis with python in 

cognitive class in the year 2021. 

Mr RAHUL DUMPALA (20N31A6717) has done course in data analysis with python, Data 

visualisation with python in cognitive class, Bootstrap  5 with 2 projects, Microsoft excel 

master class for business managers, Microsoft excel master class for business managers, 

Math for data science and machine learning, The ultimate python guide for beginners, 

Building awesome professional brand through impactful emails in Udemy and python for 

data science in great learning in the year 2021, Smart India Hackthon 2022 in the year 

2022. 

Mr MD. REHAN PASHA (20N31A6742) has completed course in Microsoft excel master 

class for business managers, the ultimate python guide for beginners, Math for data science 

and machine learning in Udemy and data analysis with python in cognitive class in the year 

2021. 

Ms D. SRUJANA (20N31A6713) has done course in Microsoft excel master class for 

business managers, Building awesome professional brand through impactful emails, IBM 

certification on python in Udemy in the year 2021. 

Mr K. PREM CHAND (20N31A6735) has participated in math for data science and 

machine learning, investing in stocks for beginners in Udemy in the year 2021. 

Mr P. SAI TEJA (20N31A6747) has completed course in mathematics for data science, 

Pyhton for beginners, Excel for beginners, introduction to data science in cognitive class and 

data visualisation with python in Udemy in the year 2021. 



Mr P. AJAY (20N31A6746) has done course in python 101 for data science, Data 

visualization with r, introduction to data science, game playing AI with swift for tens or flow 

in cognitive class in the year 2021. 

Mr A. DHEERAJ REDDY (20N31A6703) has participated in data visualisation with 

python, python 101 for data science, data analysis with python in cognitive class in the year 

2021. 

Mr K. MAHESH GOUD (20N31A6732) has completed course in OOPS in java in great 

learning, biometrics security with machine learning, data analysis with python, data 

visualisation with python, python 101 for data science in cognitive class in the year 2021. 

Mr MD. KHALEEL (21N35A6701) has participated in Inter State Kabaddi championship in 

Anurag University, project done on Embedded System in Uppal industries in the year 2022. 

Mr P. VINAY (20N31A6748) has done course in python 101 for data science, data 

visualisation with python, and Introduction for data science in cognitive class in the year 

2021. 

Ms GANDHAM VARSHA (20N31A6720) has completed course in python fundamentals 

for beginners in great learning academy and Smart India Hackathon 2022 in MRCET in 

the year 2021. 

Mr G. SANDEEP (20N31A6722) has done course in data analysis with python, data 

visualisation with python, python 101 for data science in cognitive class in the year 2021. 

Ms K. DEEPIKA (20N31A6727) has completed course in Microsoft AI classroom series in 

Microsoft, Python 101 for data science, Data visualisation with python, Data analysis with 

python in cognitive class, Data science foundation, Intorduction to python in Infosys in the 

year 2021, Google analytics for beginners, Advanced google analytics in google analytice 

academy in the year 2022. 

Ms K. PRIYANKA (20N31A6734) has participated in data analysis with python, Google 

analytice academy in cognitive class, Google analytics for beginners in google analytice 

academy, Nationl level quiz on python programming in sigma institute of engineering math 

for data science and machine learning, Microsoft excel master class for business managers in 

udemy, Coding Hackton in MRCET in the year 2021, Introduction for data science, 



Introduction for data science, Data science foundation certification in Infosys in the year 

2022. 

Mr M. ABHINAV REDDY (20N31A6739) has completed course in data visualization with 

python, python 101 for data science, data analysis with python in cognitive class, the ultimate 

python guide for beginners, math for data science and machine learning, Microsoft excel 

master class for business managers in Udemy in the year 2021. 

Mr N.SAI TEJA (20N31A6744) has done course in data visualization with python, python 

101 for data science, Data analysis with python in cognitive class, Building awesome 

professional brand through impactful emails, The ultimate python guide for beginners, 

Microsoft excel master class for business managers, Math for data science and machine 

learning in Udemy in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms SHALINI PRIYA BAIRY (20N31A6753) has participated in python 101 for data 

science, data analysis with python in cognitive class, Microsoft excel master class for 

business managers, smart english basics for professionals, Python for data science with real 

exercises in udemy, National level quiz on python programming in sigma group of institutes, 

data analysis with python in IBM developer skills network in the year 2021, Smart India 

Hackthon in the year 2022. 

Ms N. VENKATA LAKSHMI (20N31A6743) has completed course in data visualization 

with python, Python 101 for data science, data analysis with python in cognitive class, 

building awesome professional brand through impactful emails, Microsoft excel master class 

for business managers, math for data science and machine learning, Bootstrap  5 with 2 

projects in Udemy in the year 2021. 

Ms SOMPALLI LAKSHMI SPANDANA (20N31A6754) has participated in national level 

quiz on python programming in sigma group of institutes, Math for data science and machine 

learning, The ultimate python guide for beginners in udemy, Python 101 for data science in 

cognitive class in the year 2021, Smart India Hackthon in the year 2022. 

Ms CHAMPATI NAGA SRI (20N31A6711) has completed course in national level quiz on 

python programming in sigma group of institutes, Python 101 for data science in Udemy, 

Data analysis with python in cognitive class in the year 2021. 

 

 



Ms SNEHASRIYA (20N31A6706) has participated in python 101 for data science, Data 

visualization with python, Data analysis with python in cognitive class, Google analytics for 

beginners in Google analytics academy in the year 2021. 

Mr VN. VAIBHAV (20N31A6759) has completed course in data visualization with python, 

Python 101 for data science in cognitive class in the year 2020-2022. 

Mr RALLABANDI NITHISH KUMAR (21N35A6705) has participated in data science 

with python in simply learn in the year 2020-2022. 

Mr KASANABOINA PAVAN KUMAR (20N31A6730) has done course in data analysis 

with python, Python 101 for data science, Data visualization with python in cognitive class, 

Python programming, bootstrap 5 with 2 projects in Udemy in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms N. SRINIDHI REDDY (20N31A6730) has participated in data analysis with python, 

python 101 for data science, data visualization with python in cognitive class python 

programming, bootstrap 5 with 2 projects in Udemy in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms E. SAI SREEJA (20N31A6719) has completed course in Microsoft excel master class 

for business managers, Math for data science and machine learning, The ultimate python 

guide for beginners in Udemy, Data analysis with python, python 101 for data science, data 

visualization with python in cognitive class in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms CHOWDARY MEDHA (20N31A6712) has done course in data analysis with python 

(cognitive class),national level quiz (sigma group of institutes), course on bootstrap, Radical 

PPT presentation competition stood 1st place in MRCET, building professional brands 

through effective emails in Udemy, Academic topper of the year 2020-2021in the year 2020-

2022. 

Ms CH. VARSHA REDDY (20N31A6710) has completed course in Microsoft Excel master 

class for business managers, Math for data science and machine learning in Udemy. Data 

analysis with python, Python 101 for data science, Data visualization with python in 

cognitive class. The ultimate python guide for beginners in Udemy in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms BARDIPURAM KEERTHI (20N31A6705) has done course in data analysis with 

python, data visualization with python, Python 101 for data science in cognitive class, 

National level quiz in sigma group of institutes, Smart India Hackathon, Aavishkar 2021 

best orator in MRCET in the year 2020-2022. 



Ms GUDURU MRINALINI (20N31A6724) has participated in data analysis with python in 

cognitive class, Math for data science and machine learning in udemy. The ultimate python 

guide for beginners, Aavishkar best orator in MRCET in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms AERRA PRANATHI (20N31A6701) has completed course in data analysis with 

python, Data visualization with python in cognitive class, Python programming-from basics 

to advanced level in Udemy, Microsoft AI classroom series in Microsoft, Aavishkar 2021 

best orator Coding Hackathon in MRCET, Smart India Hackathon in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms GAYATHRI PAWAR (20N31A6721) has done course in data analysis with python, 

Data visualization with python in cognitive class, Python programming-from basics to 

advanced level, in Udemy, Smart India Hackathon, Aavishkar 2021 paper presentation in 

MRCET in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms TANUSRI (20N31A6733) has participated in python 101 for data science in cognitive 

class in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms E. NEHA NARMADA (20N31A6718) has completed course in python 101 for data 

science in cognitive class in the year 2020-2022. 

Ms MANVITHA (20N31A6740) has done course in python 101 for data science in cognitive 

class in the year 2020-2022. 

Mr AILA CHANAKYA DARAHAS (20N31A6702) has participated in radical quiz 

competition stood 1st place in MRCET, Course name, Data analysis with python, Python 101 

for data science, Data visualization with python in cognitive class, Python programming, 

Bootstrap 5 with 2 projects, Building awesome professional brand through impact emails, 

math for data science and machine learning, Microsoft excel master class for business 

managers in Udemy, 6 technologies in one introduction in learn mail in the year 2020-2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


